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Mercy for the Elementals 
 
 Beloved mighty I AM Presence, beloved Holy Christ Self, 
beloved Kuan Yin and the Lords of Karma, beloved Maha Chohan, 
in thy name we invoke the flame of mercy, divine love and cosmic 
comfort from the heart of God in the Great Central Sun to saturate 
the earth and all thereon and to seal, seal, and seal the precious 
elemental beings of fire, air, water and earth! 
 
 Blaze forth the light of Omri-Tas! Blaze forth the light of the 
Violet Planet! Blaze forth the light of the priesthood of 
Mechizedek! Beloved Saint Germain, hurl your mighty miracle 
pouch into the cause and core of all distress within the elemental 
kingdom! Release the violet flame to consume darkness, death and 
chemical pollutants burdening the undines who carry the flow of 
sacred fire into the waters of the earth. Blaze the violet flame into 
all discord and pollution blocking the flow of Holy Spirit and prana 
transmitted by the sylphs through the atmosphere and mental belt. 
Saturate the earth with the violet flame to consume all poisons, 
radiation and planetary warfare threatening cataclysm and the 
gentle gnomes who transfer the Holy Spirit to man through nature. 
Beloved Archangel Michael and Mighty Astrea, cut free the fiery 
salamanders with their purifying power, and all elementals from 
negativity and black magic that keeps them from performing their 
service in full obedience to the will of God.  
 
 Beloved Jesus, we invoke thy dispensation of resurrection fire 
from your Sacred Heart to seal the elementals in the pattern of 
eternal spring and the radiance of immortality. Blaze forth thy light, 
O living Word! Violet singing flame, come forth! 
 
 And now let the fiat be unto the elementals: Peace, be still, in 
the name of the I AM THAT I AM! (3x) In the name of the Father, 
the Son, the Holy Spirit, in the name of the Divine Mother, Amen.   
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